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What do we mean by evaluation?
A process to ask and answer questions about whether
something is worthwhile:
• how your service is working (process evaluation)
• whether it made the difference you hoped it would
(outcome evaluation)

Why bother with evaluation?
• To learn from and improve the delivery of your services
• To demonstrate value
• To satisfy funding body requirements for continued funding

The challenges of evaluation
• Legal services are delivered in a complex social setting in which
many factors affect its impacts
• Limited funding in the sector for rigorous evaluations
• Rigorous evaluations require careful design and an understanding
of the strengths and weaknesses of different research methods
• A review we conducted found very few studies used
the methods required to demonstrate effectiveness

Our hero concepts
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Modest
• Proportionate to size of project
• Realistic about what a service can achieve on its own
• Realistic about which impacts can be demonstrated – short
and long term
• Realistic about the strengths and weaknesses of different
methods of evaluation

Meaningful
Before you can evaluate be clear about:
• 1. WHO you are providing the service for (eg general
community, workers who support clients
• 2. WHEN it is being provided (ie Just in time eg divorce
classes or just in case an issue arises in the future)
• 3. To achieve WHAT purpose?
– For clients to self help? To get help? Or for
community workers to give help?

Different roles for CLE (Forell and McDonald, 2015)

Why ask these questions?
By systematically answering each of these questions you can:
• Be clear about the role of your service
• Ask meaningful evaluation questions
• Determine the processes and outcomes you need to
measure to evaluate the success of your service

Measurable
• Rigour is required to remove bias and measure outcomes
accurately
• Without rigour confidence in your findings isn’t possible

To bolster rigour
• Rule out or account for external influences – eg seasonal
effects, previous knowledge
• Collect data in a way that doesn’t bias the sample – random
assignment or stratification can help here
• Collect enough data to allow you to pick up if differences
were made. This allows for the use statistical tests that can
give you confidence that the differences you found were not
due to chance

• Rule out demand characteristics or other alternative
explanations with a comparison group
• Collect objective measures – that go beyond subjective
impressions eg increased referrals
• Collect multiple data sources – both subjective and
objective – so you can compare and see that all sources
indicate the same
• Often the ideal design is a pre and post with follow up and a
valid comparison/control group

Take home message
• Asking more precise questions and doing this with rigour is
the best way forward
• Evaluations will be most successful when they focus on:
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